Multifractal radiographic analysis of osteoporosis.
An important complication of osteoporosis is fracture. Alteration in bone structure, as well as decreased bone mass, contribute to the tendency to fracture in osteoporosis. Current methods that measure bone mass alone show substantial overlap of the measurements of osteoporotic patients who fracture with those that do not. Our aim is to develop noninvasive methods of evaluating bone structure on plain film radiographs to better predict fracture risk in osteoporosis. Regions of interest (ROIs) were selected from digitized lateral lumbar spine radiographs of 43 patients being seen in an osteoporosis clinic. The fractal dimension of these ROIs was estimated using a surface area method. The ability of fractal dimension to distinguish between cases that had fracture elsewhere in the spine from those that did not, was evaluated using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. These results were compared with ROC analysis for these same patients using bone mineral density (BMD) measurements (bone mass). Significantly larger Az (area under ROC curve) values were obtained using fractal dimension (0.87) than from using BMD (0.58), indicating a better test performance using fractal dimension. Therefore, computerized radiographic methods to evaluate bone structure, such as fractal analysis, may be helpful in better determining fracture risk in osteoporosis.